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Interim weakness will not derail 
demand growth picture
Macro headwinds have downgraded our demand forecast, but this is very slight
compared to the longer electric vehicle sales story. Investment announcements
through the battery supply chain continue to gather pace, shifting strongly in favour to
locations outside of China, even from Chinese companies. The supply response to high
market pricing has been strong – but elevated lithium contract prices will persist.
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● NEV sales have maintained momentum in 2022 despite
pressure on the broader automotive market.

● Sales from the major markets rose 93% y/y despite falling
5% q/q. China fell 8% q/q and Western Europe -2%. The
US bucked the trend and rose higher by 17% q/q.

● The NEV share in Western Europe dipped slightly in Q1
but continues to rise in the other major markets. This is
being supported further by ICE market weakness.

● However, the NEV market faces its own headwinds. Raw
materials prices have adjusted down slightly in recent
weeks although they still remain high and are pressurising
downstream margins.

● Upfront purchase prices for NEVs continue to rise due to
raw materials, chips, inflation and supply chain constraints
with Tesla and Ford increasing their prices more than once
already this year. This trend may risk NEVs reaching cost
parity with ICEs as is expected by mid-decade.

● A snapshot of the latest NEV sales data is presented on
the next slide.
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NEV market battles against problems of its own alongside automotive weakness

DATA: CRU, CAAM, ANL, ACEA, LMCA. NEV refers to battery-electric (BEV) and plug-in hybrid (PHEV) vehicles. LDV (light duty vehicle) data presented, not including HDV and Buses.

NEV sales continue to rise with the 
overall share gaining additional support 

from broader automotive market 
weakness (lower ICE sales)
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● Planned battery production capacity from gigafactories
has risen markedly with a large number of new
announcements and investments in the last 6 months.
Potential capacity in 2030 is now 4.5 TWh, 43% higher
than our previous outlook. Capacity has the potential to
grow at a CAGR of 23% from 2021 to 2030.

● China accounts for 44% of the upgrade, or 612 GWh
(further details on next slide), followed by Europe, at
29%, and North America, at 24%.

● CRU’s long term battery demand forecast has also been
upgraded, by 20%, with EVs the key driver.

● Demand in 2030 is now forecast to exceed 2,600 GWh,
with e-transport alone accounting for 88% of the market,
and 90% of growth from 2021-30.

● Capacity utilisation will be 70-75% if half of the planned
capacity reaches production, excluding plants already
operating or under construction. If a larger proportion are
successful then utilisation levels could start to impact
profitability and future investment decisions.
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Gigafactory plans keep coming with 600 GWh of additional potential in China

DATA: CRU
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● Price development has come a long way from producer-
determined fixed prices in the 1990s, with the launch of
futures contracts, and widespread adoption of spot-
indexed price agreements in recent years.

● Although price-lagged supply contracts are moving
towards higher frequency indexing, they inherently
dislocate the incentive for producers to react to demand.

● Spot trades remain a minority of market volume but they
indicate a closer, and more regular, representation of the
balance between demand and supply.

● At the peak of spot pricing in March, CRU’s contract price
for battery-grade carbonate was $29/kg lower, and trade
prices were $54/kg lower.

● Producers respond slower to demand surges, creating
larger shortfalls, but also continue to increase output in a
weaker market because of an indexed price disconnect.

● This “accordion” effect exacerbates both surpluses and
deficits and increases market volatility.

Lithium Market Outlook, June 2022

Lithium: Pricing mechanisms are distorting market response

DATA: S&P Global, CRU
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Nickel: Chinese sulphate output concentrated in Hunan, Hubei and Zhejiang

DATA: CRU, Xinze.

1. Hunan
Nickel sulphate production: 81.1 kt

Share of country total: 29%

Key producer: Zhongwei New Material (CNGR) (51.8 kt)

3. Hubei
Nickel sulphate production: 41.3 kt

Share of country total: 15%

Key producer: GEM (41.3 kt)

2. Zhejiang
Nickel sulphate production: 48.4 kt

Share of country total: 17%

Key producer: Ningbo Changjiang Energy (27.5 kt)
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● Chinese Ni sulphate production in 2021 was
concentrated in the south-east.

● Hunan, Zhejiang and Hubei combined accounted for
almost 57 kt of Ni sulphate production, equivalent to
61.5% of total output.

● Zhongwei New Material (CNGR) was the largest
producer last year, totalling almost 52 kt (19% of
total Chinese production).
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